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produce a supply of good ordinary men is to attempt
nothing higher. I know that nine-tenths of those whom
the university sends out must be hewers of wood and
drawers of water, but if I train the ten-tenths to be so,
depend upon it the wood will be badly cut and the water
will be spilt Aim at something noble, make your system
such that a great man may be formed by it, and there
will be a manhood in your little men of which- you $lo
not dream.' Has not therefore the* time* arrived for
inquiring carefully whether our present system of large
boarding-schools is the most desirable, and whether we
are not in danger of losing in the next generation some of
our most valuable elements of culture unless we adopt an
organisation which preserves and guards the simple love
of work and of acquisition of knowledge which is the
natural-condition for a healthy child ? The best means of
effecting this is by day-schools, and no great impulse will
be given to the secondary education of England unless a
network of day-schools is drawn over the country. Day-
schools have many advantages over'their rivals. They
are far cheaper, because the boys board and lodge at
home, and the masters are willing to work for a smaller
remuneration because they have so much leisure time on
their hands. Some of the most difficult questions of dis-
cipline do not arise in them, and the pursuance of their
educational objects is undisturbed by any conflicting
currents. The home life is not lost, and the child is
allowed to grow up in the bosom of his family. Great
indeed is the responsibility thrown upon the home, and
if that is bad the master's work is undone, but if it be
good and studious it forms his most valuable auxiliary*
Much of the industry and learning of Scotland is at-
tributable to this cause. The boy on his return home
rehearses to his parents what he has learnt from his

